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Covid 19 People and Animals during the 
pandemic crisis.

�From the first half 
of 2020, covid 19, 

spread out 
through almost all 

countries in the 
world



Covid 19 has affected 
both people and animals 

alike around the world



It is very important that we all stay focused on 
creating a healthy and sustainable world for 

animals and humans 



Here we have some 
suggestions to help 

people during 
coronavirus pandemic

�While many people 
don’t have extra funds 

right now if you are 
one of the lucky ones 

who do, consider 
donating to an 

organization or to your 
community



People can donate clothes, food, 
medicines, supplies for hospitals,

computers for schools and other useful 
materials for people with financial 

difficulties.



� A very easy way to help 
people, friends, and 

relatives is to send them
 text or to make a video 

call. 
Start with those who might 
feel more vulnerable right 

now…



Practice social 
distancing and self 
care

�Don’t underestimate how much you 
are helping by simply following public 
health guidelines.

�Even by just staying at home as much 
as you can and practicing social 
distancing when you  do go out, you 
are making a vital difference by 
protecting you and the people around! 



Animals: the voiceless victims of the Covid 19 
crisis!

�Unfortunately, there are 
many reports of 

companion animals 
starving or being 

killed as a result of the 
COVID-19 

outbreak highlight the 
vulnerable existence 
animals endure at the 

whim of humans.



We can offer supplies 
and support

� Check with your local 
shelter or rescue to see how 
you can support them 
during this crisis. Your 
generosity will be gratefully 
accepted, particularly 
during this stressful time. 



Our message is:



In many countries thanks to  generous donations 
people helped coordinate a weekly delivery of 

pet food to communities in need.



Fortunately, there are and 
some good news!

We can see the 
changes in CO2 

emissions in 
January 2020.

Our air is much 
cleaner now!



Water bodies have also been clearing and the rivers have 
seen significant improvement since the enforcement of a 

nationwide lockdown. 



Unfortunately, this dip in carbon emissions will 
likely only last as long as the virus does

� Scientist on 
lessons from the 

coronavirus 
pandemic we can 

apply to fight climate 
change with more 

permanently results
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